PLI Discover PLUS continues to grow: new books are published; Treatises are updated; Forms are added; and new programs generate our Course Handbooks and Transcripts.

In the third quarter of 2014 (July 1 – Sept 30th), we have added or updated the following:

- 11 Answer Books
- 42 Course Handbooks
- 97 Archived Course Handbooks
- 224 Forms
- 80 Transcripts
- 2 Treatises
- 8 Treatises – Supplemented

Please keep a look out for the Discover PLUS quarterly newsletter, the Library Ledger. Our newsletter provides an update of ongoing enhancements and search tips.
Discover PLUS: New Content Added

Answer Books
Business Liability Insurance Answer Book 2015
Consumer Financial Services Answer Book 2015
Corporate Compliance Answer Book 2015
EPA Compliance and Enforcement Answer Book 2015
Health Care Mergers and Acquisitions Answer Book 2014
Hot Topics in Advertising Law 2014
Insider Trading Law and Compliance Answer Book 2015
Insurance Regulation Answer Book 2015
Medical Devices Law and Regulation Answer Book 2015
Telecommunications Law Answer Book 2015

Course Handbooks
14th Annual Municipal Law Institute 2014
45th Annual Estate Planning Institute 2014
Advanced Compliance and Ethics Workshop 2014
Advanced Public Assistance and Food Stamp Eligibility 2014: Special Populations
Advertising Law Institute 2014
Bankruptcy Basics for Low-Income Clients 2014
Basics of International Taxation 2014
Bridge-the-Gap I: Ethics and Skills for Newly Admitted New York Litigators September 2014
Bridge-the-Gap: Basic Skills for Newly Admitted Illinois Attorneys 2014
California Employment Law Update 2014
California Trial Advocacy 2014
Corporate Counsel Institute 2014
Corporate Political Activities 2014: Complying With Campaign Finance, Lobbying and Ethics Laws
Crowdfunding and Online Direct Lending (Peer-to-Peer) 2014
Cybersecurity 2014: Managing the Risk
Defending Immigration Removal Proceedings 2014
Electronic Discovery Institute 2014
ERISA: The Evolving World 2014
Ethical Issues in California Pro Bono Representation 2014
Ethics in Context: Summer Ethics 2014
From the Trenches: High Profile Trials 2014
Fundamentals of Investment Adviser Regulation 2014
Government Contracts 2014
Hedge Fund Management 2014
Hot Issues in Executive Compensation 2014
Hot Topics in Mergers & Acquisitions 2014
Intellectual Property Law Institute 2014
International Tax Issues 2014
New York Housing Law for the Low-Income Client 2014
Outsourcing 2014: Sourcing Critical Services
Patent Litigations 2014
PLI’s Ethics Programs: Summer 2014
Reentry in California - Overcoming Legal Barriers to Community Reintegration Following Incarceration 2014
Representing the Pro Bono Client: Advocacy Skills for Administrative Hearings 2014
Second Annual Institute on Current Developments in Latin American Cross-Border Securities Transactions 2014
Securities Arbitration 2014
Securities Law and Practice 2014: How the SEC Works
“Technotainment” 2014: Distributing Content Across Multiple Platforms
The Volcker Rule: What it Means for Financial Institutions and Markets 2014
Understanding the Securities Laws Summer 2014
White Collar Crime 2014: Prosecutors and Regulators Speak

Archived Course Handbooks
ABCs of Broker/Dealer Regulation 2006
Acquiring or Selling the Privately Held Company 2004
Adoption Law Institute 2005
Advanced Corporate Compliance Workshop 2006
Advanced Corporate Compliance Workshop 2007
Advanced Licensing Agreements 2007
Advanced Patent Prosecution Workshop 2006: Claim Drafting & Amendment Writing
Advanced Patent Prosecution Workshop (15th Annual): Claim Drafting & Amendment Writing
Advanced Securities Law Workshop 2006
Advanced Venture Capital 2007
Advising Nonprofit Organizations 2006
Asset Based Financing 2006
Basics of Accounting & Finance Summer 2004: What Every Practicing Lawyer Needs to Know
Biotechnology & Pharmaceutical Law 2004: Patents & Business Strategies
Class Action Litigation 2006: Prosecution and Defense Strategies
Commercial Real Estate Institute (Ninth Annual)
Communications Law 2006
Communications Law 2007
Computer & Internet Law Institute (25th Annual)
Consumer Financial Services Litigation Institute (11th Annual)
Coping with Broker/Dealer Regulation & Enforcement 2007
Coping with U.S. Export Controls 2007
Corporate Counsel Institute 2007
Corporate Political Activities 2007: Complying with Campaign Finance, Lobbying & Ethics Laws
Current Developments in Bankruptcy & Reorganization (26th Annual)
Directors’ Institute on Corporate Governance (Fifth Annual)
Doing Business in China 2007: Resolving the Challenges in Today’s Environment
Drafting Corporate Agreements 2004-2005
Electronic Discovery and Retention Guidance for Corporate Counsel 2007
Employment Law Institute 2007 (36th Annual)
Estate Planning Institute (35th Annual)
Estate Planning Institute (36th Annual)
Estate Planning Institute (37th Annual)
Estate Planning Institute 2007 (38th Annual)
Ethics in Context Winter 2005: Ethics Update: Corporate Counsel and the SEC; The Attorney-Client Privilege and Internal Investigations; Ethics for Litigators: Real Problems of Everyday Practice
Ethics in Context Winter 2007
Hedge Fund Enforcement Issues and Regulatory Developments 2007
Hot Issues in Executive Compensation 2004
Hot Issues in Executive Compensation 2007
Hot Topics in Reinsurance Law 2007
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How to Prepare & Conduct Markman Hearings 2004
Immigration & Naturalization Institute (39th Annual)
Intellectual Property Law Institute (12th Annual)
International Business Litigation and Arbitration 2005
Institute on Intellectual Property Law (Eleventh Annual)
Institute for Intellectual Property Law (PLI's Tenth Annual)
Institute on Privacy Law (Fifth Annual): New Developments & Compliance Issues in a Security-Conscious World
Intellectual Property Law Institute (13th Annual)
Managing Complex Litigation 2007: Legal Strategies and Best Practices in 'High-Stakes' Cases
Mergers & Acquisitions 2007: What You Need to Know Now
Municipal Law Institute (Fifth Annual)
Mutual Funds - In Crisis?: Responses to Late Trading, Market Timing, & Employee Trading
Negotiating Commercial Leases: How Owners & Corporate Occupants Can Avoid Costly Errors - Fall 2006
Negotiating Commercial Leases: How Owners & Corporate Occupants Can Avoid Costly Errors - Fall 2007
Negotiating the Sophisticated Real Estate Deal 2005: High-Stakes Strategies in Uncertain Times
Negotiating the Sophisticated Real Estate Deal 2006: High-Stakes Strategies in Challenging Times
Open Source Software 2007: Risks, Benefits & Practical Realities in the Corporate Environment
Outsourcing and Offshoring 2007: Protecting Critical Business Functions
Outsourcing Revolution 2004: Protecting Critical Business Functions
Patent & High Technology Licensing 2004
Patent Litigation 2004
PLI's California MCLE Marathon 2007: Latest Issues in Legal Ethics - Substance Abuse - Elimination of Bias in the Profession
Prior Art 2004: Understanding Patent Law Section 102
Private Equity Acquisition Financing Summit 2006
Private Equity Forum (Eighth Annual)
Private Placements 2004
Real Estate Tax Forum (Ninth Annual)
Residential Real Estate Contracts & Closings 2004
Resolving Technology and Media Disputes Before Trial 2007
The SEC Speaks in 2005
Section 1983 Civil Rights Litigation (24th Annual)
Securities Arbitration 2004: A Rapidly Evolving Process
Securities Filings 2004
Securities Laws Update 2004
Securities Litigation & Enforcement Institute 2004
Securities Regulation Institute (37th Annual)
State & Local Taxation 2004: What Every Tax Lawyer Needs to Know
Structuring, Negotiating & Implementing Strategic Alliances 2004
Supreme Court Review (Eighth Annual): October 2005 Term
Swaps & Other Derivatives in 2004
Telecommunications Policy & Regulation Institute (23rd Annual)
Telecommunications Policy & Regulation Institute (25th Annual)
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 2007: Coping with Heightened Enforcement Risks

The New Justice Department Guidelines for Corporate Prosecutions 2007: What the McNulty Memo Means to You
Title Insurance 2004: Mastering the Critical Issues Facing Buyers, Sellers & Lenders
Title Insurance 2007: Mastering Critical Issues Facing Buyers, Sellers & Lenders
Understanding Basic Copyright Law 2005
Understanding ERISA 2004: An Introduction to Basic Employee Retirement Benefits
Understanding Estate, Gift & Fiduciary Income Tax Returns 2004: Strategies for Maximum Advantage with the "706", "709" & "1041"
Understanding the Intellectual Property License 2004
Understanding the Intellectual Property License 2007
Understanding the Securities Laws 2007

Forms
Accounting Due Diligence Questionnaire
Action By Sole Incorporator Sample
Additional Collateral Sample Clause
Affiliate Analysis Checklist
Alternative Transaction Fee and Reimburse Clauses
Amendment to Stock Incentive Plan Sample
Appearance Release Sample
Arbitration Appeal Procedure Clause
Arbitration Confidentiality Clause
Arbitration Deadlines Sample Clause
Arbitration Depositions Clause
Arbitration Discovery Sample Clause
Arbitration Dispositive Motions Clause
Arbitration Document Requests Clause
Arbitration E-Discovery Clauses
Arbitration Expedited Procedure Clause
Arbitration Governing Law Clause
Arbitration Liability Limitation Clause
Arbitration Punitive Damages Clause
Assignment of Rights in Screenplay Sample
Bank Engagement Letter Fees Clauses
Bank Engagement Letter Independent Contractor Clause
Bank Engagement Letter Info Clauses
Bank Engagement Letter Release Clause
Bank Engagement Letter Scope Clause
Bank Engagement Letter Services Clause
Beneficiary of Advice and Disclosure Clauses
Book Publishing Agreement Sample
Bridge Financing Term Sheet Sample
Capital Accounts Profit and Loss Allocation
Cash Merger Timetable Checklist
Certificate of Incorporation Sample
Client Conflict Waiver Letter Sample
Co-Administration Sampling Agreement
Collateral Appraisal Sample Clause
Collateral Substitution Sample Clauses
Commercial Contract Arbitration Clause
Competition Act Due Diligence Checklist
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Content Acquisition Agreement Sample
Contest Rules Clauses and Checklist
Contract Acknowledgment Sample Clauses
Contract Conditional Sample Clauses
Contract Definitions Sample Clauses
Contract Discretionary Sample Clauses
Contract Exception Sample Clauses
Contract Language Category Chart
Contract Obligation/Prohibition Clauses
Contract Performance Sample Clauses
Contract Policy Sample Clauses
Contract Preamble Sample Clause
Contract Recitals and Lead-In Clauses
Contract Reps and Warranties Clauses
Contract Third-Party Sample Clauses
Co-Producer Agreement For Musical
Co-Production Accuracy and Update Clause
Co-Production Incidental Rights Clause
Co-Production Representations and Warranties Clause
Co-Production Revenue Participation Clause
Corp. Event Reporting Req. Checklist
Corporate Bylaws Sample
Debtor Financial Statements Clause
Digital Music License Grant of Rights
Digital Music License Royalty Clause
Digital Music License Term Sample Clause
Direct Access Letter Agreement
Distribution Control Rider Questionnaire
DMCA Takedown Letter and Notice Sample
DOS Form DS-156-E
Electronic Document Production Letter
Electronically Stored Info Questionnaire
Engagement Letter Additional Business Clause
Engagement Letter Contribution Clause
Engagement Letter Indemnification Clause
Engagement Letter Termination Clause
Engagement Letter Transaction Fee Clause
ETA Form 9141
FDA Form 2253
Film Distribution License Agreement
Film Financing Private Offering Memo
FinCEN Form 104
FinCEN Form 105
Foreign Film Sales Agency Agreement
Foreign Public Document Certificate
Freelance TV Contractor Agreement
Front Money Financing Agreement
Gain Chargeback/Income Offset Clauses
Hague Convention Requirements for Service Abroad of Documents
High-Yield Note Offer Timeline Checklist
Indemnification Agreement Sample
Instructions for ETA Form 9141
Instructions for IRS Form 1129S
Instructions for IRS Form 4797
Instructions for IRS Form 8023
Instructions for IRS Form 8594
Instructions for IRS Form 8883
Instructions for USCIS Form I-131
Instructions for USCIS Form N-426
Instructions for USCIS Form N-470
Inter-American Convention Request for Service Abroad
International Arbitration Advocacy Checklist
International Commercial Contract Arbitration Clause
International Film License Agreement
International M&A Checklist
Internet Game Terms of Use Sample
IP Criminal Infringement Checklist
IPO Audit Comfort Letter Sample
IRS Form 1096
IRS Form 1099-CAP
IRS Form 1120S
IRS Form 4797
IRS Form 6252
IRS Form 8023
IRS Form 8594
IRS Form 8806
IRS Form 8883
Joint Venture Production Agreement
Landlord Lien Waiver Sample Clause
Law Practice Development Checklist
Legal Services Agreement Sample
Lender Priority Protection Clauses
License Agreement for SVOOD Delivery
LLC Tax Allocation Miscellaneous Sample Clauses
LLC Tax Allocation Sample Clauses
Loan-to-Value Ratio Sample Clause
Location Release Sample
M&A Negotiated Confidentiality Agreements
Management Rights Letter Sample
Mediation Prior to Arbitration Clause
Movie Director Memorandum Agreement
Movie Director Terms and Conditions
Movie Distribution Agreement Sample
Movie Performer Loanout Agreement
Music License Excluded Rights Clause
Music Licensing Agreement for Stage
Musical Writer Collaboration Agreement
Negotiation Prior to Arbitration Clause
Non-Union Artist Services Agreement
Off-Broadway Play Rights Agreement
Order Acceptance Policy Letter Sample
Order to Take Evidence Abroad Sample
Party-Appointed Arbitrator Clauses
Personal Appearance Release Sample
Photo and Footage License Sample
Pilot Fishing Confidentiality Notice
Pilot Fishing Investor Script Sample
Plain English Contract Language Chart
Preferred Stock Offering Term Sheet
Prevailing Party Costs and Fees Clause
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Producer Paid Advertising Credit Clause
Production Company LLC Operating Agreement
Professional Networking Checklist
Purchase and Sale Agreement Sample
Recording Agreement Sample
Request to Take Evidence Abroad Sample
Restated Certificate of Incorporation
Restricted Stock Purchase Agreement
Reverse Stock Split Timetable Checklist
Right of First Ref and Co-Sale Agreement
Screenplay Option Memo Agreement
Screenplay Option Short Form Sample
Screenplay Option Terms and Conditions
Screenplay Writer Agreement Sample
SEC Designated Compliance Officer Letter
SEC Form F-6
SEC Form F-N
SEC Form MA
SEC Form MA-I
SEC Form MA-T
SEC Form MA-W
SEC Form MSD
Security Agreement Insurance Clause
Security Agreement Maintenance Clause
Security Agreement No Lease Clause
Security Agreement Tax Payment Clause
Security Agreement Warranty Clause
Security Interest Release Clause
Short Form Option Acquisition Deal Memo
Short-Form Writer's Agreement Sample
Songwriter and Co-Publishing Agreement Letter
Songwriter Co-Publishing Agreement
Television Actor Agreement Sample
Television Production Agreement Sample
Tender Offer Merger Timetable Checklist
Theater Production Enhancement Agreement
Trade Secret Misappropriation Checklist
Trademark Authorization Release Sample
TV Commission Agreement Sample
TV Contractor Agreement Sample
TV Co-Production Budget and Pay Clauses
TV Co-Production Contingencies Clause
TV Co-Production Creative Control Clause
TV Co-Production Financing Clause
TV Co-Production Future Option Clauses
TV Co-Production Holdback Clause
TV Co-Production Indemnity Clause
TV Co-Production Insurance Clause
TV Co-Production Key Person Clause
TV Co-Production Miscellaneous Clauses
TV Co-Production Ownership Clause
TV Development Deal Confidentiality Clause
TV Development Deal Indemnity Clause
TV Development Deal Industry Contract Clause
TV Development Deal Negotiation Clause

TV Development Deal Representations and Warranties
TV Development Deal Rights Clause
TV Development Deal Services Clause
TV Distribution Deal Memorandum Sample
TV Footage Pre-Publication Checklist
TV Pilot Collaboration Agreement Sample
TV Pilot Script Deal Memorandum Sample
TV Producer Short Form Agreement
TV Production Agreement Sample
TV Production Request For Production Confidentiality Sample
TV Production Writer Agreement Sample
Underlying Rights Agreement Sample
USCIS Form I-131
USCIS Form I-9
USCIS Form N-426
USCIS Form N-470
Venture Capital Financing Legal Opinion
Venture Capital Financing Term Sheet
Voting Agreement Amended and Restated
Work-For-Hire Composer Agreement
Writer Agreement Terms and Conditions

Transcripts
Acquiring or Selling the Privately Held Company 2014
Advanced Public Assistance and Food Stamp Eligibility 2014: Special Populations
Aereo: What Does the Supreme Court's Decision Mean for Other Internet Video and Cloud-Based Services?
Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank Int'l: Supreme Court Rules that General Purpose Computers Cannot Save Claims Directed to Abstract Ideas
Antitrust Institute 2014: Developments & Hot Topics
Appellate Advocacy 2014
Audit Committees and Financial Reporting 2014: Recent Developments and Current Issues
Basics of Accounting for Lawyers 2014: What Every Practicing Lawyer Needs to Know
Basics of Mutual Funds and Other Registered Investment Companies 2014
Basics of the Federal Election Campaign Act 2014
Before Series A - Convertible Note and Series Seed Funding for Startups
Big Data Across the Atlantic - U.S. and E.U. Perspectives
Building Better Construction Contracts 2014
California Trial Advocacy 2014
Calling All Summer Associates: Making the Most of Your Law Firm Internship
CFPB Investigations: Strategies Used in Recent Victories
Cloud Computing 2014: Key Issues and Practical Guidance
Corporate Compliance and Ethics Institute 2014
Crying for Argentina: U.S. Supreme Court Restricts Foreign Sovereign Judgment Enforcement Immunity
Cybersecurity 2014: Managing the Risk
Delaware Law Developments 2014: What All Business Lawyers Need to Know
Disloyalty: Steps to Prevent Breaches of Fiduciary Duties by Employees, Officers, and Directors and What to do When They Occur
Doing Business in and with Emerging Markets 2014
Emerging Regulatory Landscape for U.S. Asset-Backed Securities
Employment Discrimination Law & Litigation 2014
Exporting EEO: Aligning a Multinational's Approaches to Discrimination,
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Harassment and Diversity Compliance Overseas
Fashion and Retail Law 2014: Going Global and Mobile
Financial Services IT 2014: Avoidance of Risk
FTC v. Wyndham and the Future of the FTC’s Unfairness Doctrine Applied to Data Breaches
Fundamentals of Copyright Law in the Data Era 2014
Fundamentals of Investment Adviser Regulation 2014
Fundamentals of Patent Litigation 2014
Fundamentals of Trademark Law in the Global Marketplace 2014
Handling a Securities Case 2014: From Investigation to Trial and Everything in Between
How to Prepare an Initial Public Offering 2014
Information Technology Law Institute 2014: Cybersecurity, Mobile Payments, Cloud Computing, Big Data and the Internet of Things
Inside the U.S. Black Box: CFIUS National Security Reviews of Foreign Acquisitions
Internal Investigations 2014
International Employment Law 2014
International Market and the JOBS Act Amendments Eliminating the Prohibition on General Solicitation and General Advertising Under New Rule 506(c) of Regulation D and Rule 144A
JOBS Act Implementation Update
Leveraged Financing 2014
Liability Arising Out of Third-Party Legal Opinions
M&A Litigation 2014
Managing a Cyber Disaster: Cyber Insurance and Tools to Mitigate Losses and Liability
Medical Provider Claims and ERISA Litigation
National Labor Relations Board v. Noel Canning: What are the Practical Implications of the Supreme Court’s Holding?
Navigating the Waters: Parallel Government Investigations and Securities Litigation
Negotiating Real Estate Deals 2014
Octane Fitness and Highmark: The Supreme Court Eases the Standard for Recovering Attorney Fees in Patent Cases
Performance-Based Executive Compensation: Governance and Litigation Considerations for Employers, Directors, Institutional Investors and their Counsel
Pocket MBA Summer 2014: Finance for Lawyers and Other Professionals
Pom Wonderful v. Coca-Cola: Supreme Court Rules on Lanham Act and FDCA Food and Beverage Labeling Interplay
Preparing the 2014 Form SD (Conflict Minerals Disclosure)
Prior Art and Obviousness 2014: Current Trends in Sections 102 and 103
Privacy and Data Security Law Institute 2014 (Fifteenth Annual)
Private Equity Forum 2014 (Fifteenth Annual)
Raising Venture Capital Funds: Reach More Limited Partners Using General Solicitation
Reentry in California - Overcoming Legal Barriers to Community Reintegration Following Incarceration 2014
Repos and Systemic Risk
Representing California Homeowners and Tenants in Foreclosure 2014
Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action and the Roberts Court’s Vision of a Post-Racial America
SEC Adopts Money Market Fund Reform Rules
SEC v. Obus: Insider Trading and Taking the SEC to Trial
Select Concepts in Drafting Contracts 2014: Analyzing Ambiguities and

Contract Boilerplate
Social Media Marketing on a Global Basis
State Enforcement in the Financial Services Sector: The Emergence of a Federal Law Enforcement Tool Empowering State Authorities Under Dodd-Frank
Successful Mediation - Practical Tips From a Mediator’s Perspective
Supreme Court and Informational Privacy: Bringing the Fourth Amendment into the 21st Century
Supreme Court Review (16th Annual): October 2013 Term
Supreme Court’s Landmark Limelight and Nautilus Decisions and Their Impact on Patent Litigation and Prosecution Strategies
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and International Anti-Corruption Developments in 2014
Tips for Creating a More Efficient and Less Stressful Law Practice
Transitioning to an In-House Counsel Role
Understanding Patent Law 2014
Using Poison Pills to Address Shareholder Activism
What a Homeowner’s Attorney Needs to Know About Debt Collection, Foreclosure and Discrimination by California Homeowners Associations 2014
Writing for Transactional Lawyers 2014

Treatises
Anti-Money Laundering Deskbook: A Practical Guide to Law and Compliance

Treatises – Supplemented
Asset-Based Lending: A Practical Guide to Secured Financing (7th Edition)
Corporate Whistleblowing in the Sarbanes-Oxley/Dodd-Frank Era (2nd Edition)
Covered Bonds Handbook
Equipment Leasing-Leveraged Leasing (5th Edition)
Holtzschue on Real Estate Contracts and Closings (3rd Edition)
Securities Investigations: Internal, Civil and Criminal (2nd Edition)
The Securities Law of Public Finance (3rd Edition)
Trial Handbook (Fall 2014 Edition)